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The rupee volatility against US dollar and alternative linked currencies, overseas institutionsâ€™ lending
at four percent and favourable exchange rates have all convinced NRIs/PIOs to require advantage
of the moment chance and plunge into realty investment in Chennai. During a nutshell, it's become
twenty percent cheaper for NRIs/PIOs due to rupee rates. Leading companies have registered a
quantum jump within the range of enquiries over a duration of 3-4 months.

Most of them like designed residential units for prepared occupation of their parents or relatives and
a few are yearning for periodical come back on investment. They're willing to pay the additional
premium to urge the designed units over ongoing residential property in Chennai in and around the
town. The popular value vary for residences varies from Rs thirty lakh to Rs one crore. This can be
excluding the surge in demand for developed plots and villas in and around the town. However,
leading land developers don't trust the view and see no perceptible shift in trend for demand.

There are others who feel that the popular investment locations are part of Velachery, ECR and
OMR as considerable development is visible in these areas. Competitive lending rate from overseas
monetary establishments is one more tilting issue that has inspired variety of NRIs to mobilise
upfront payment overseas for investment in realty back home. A couple of of them are even finding
it additional convenient to boost native funding than through home loans with Indian housing finance
corporations and banks currently.

Moreover, favourable exchange rates have given them further profit to borrow domestically and
transmitted to India. India has maintained its prime find time for NRI remittance within the world
received from Indian Diaspora globally.

Even though Gulf countries are taking longer to recover within the aftermath of economic meltdown,
expatriates are currently convinced that the work market has become stable not like a year ago.
This has resulted within the quantum of NRI enquiries for investment in immovable property in
Chennai growing by fifty percent over last year.

Interestingly, the demand from NRIs in USA has increased significantly. Native funding at
competitive lending rates and loans for expatriates maintaining good credit history at zero percent
interest rates have nudged NRIs to require advantage of this scenario and plough back cash into
real estate back home.

There are an estimated thirty million NRIs living in a hundred thirty countries across the globe.
However, no precise information is on the market even these days on the quantity of NRIs hailing
from every region. The regional Indian associations forms an ethnic group to guard their cultural
identity however they solely offer an indicative range of individuals from the region.

A number of individuals from Chennai, Madurai, Trichy, Coimbatore and different smaller cities from
Tamil Nadu state have migrated to many countries. Their level of interest in realty is growing year
after year as is clear from the rise within the range of enquiries by property consultants , estate
agents, developers and different group.

The demand for investment in real estate in Chennai notably in countries like Singapore and
Malaysia is additional as expatriate Indians hailing from Chennai and different cities in Tamil Nadu
represent a major portion of the native population. The town conjointly drives demand across Middle
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East and US besides Australia and Canada.

Due to impact of global meltdown and its cascading impact on Middle East, variety of Gulf NRIs are
returning with the result there's a sudden demand for engineered residential property in Chennai.
NRI demand has been consistent over the years.

In a survey conducted recently throughout property shows across USA, the demand for southern
cities together with Chennai dominated the list of home consumers. The demand for residences and
villas within the value vary of Rs forty lakh to Rs one crore constitutes a serious section. Developed
plots too are in demand however they're specific if followed by maintenance services.

While a majority of them are investing in realty for eventual return and for their relativeâ€™s welfare, a
little of them are keen to earn periodical return on investment. The provision of multiple choices
particularly with guaranteed rental income in choice of residential property in Chennai and tie-up
with corporates for a extended lease amount has inspired additional NRIs to seem homeward for
investment in residences. Moreover, entry of global property management firms has conjointly
strengthened their confidence to hunt the services of professionally managed firms throughout their
absence in India.

Significantly, half of them don't need home loans nor do they require to stretch the compensation
amount to fifteen or twenty years. This is often owing to the comfort level to boost funds at
competitive rates within the overseas market. Those NRIs who are maintaining sensible credit
history in countries like USA will get interest free loan these days upto 2013.
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